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Abstract Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic, systemic autoimmune disease predominantly based on joint

lesions with an extremely high disability and deformity rate. Several drugs have been used for the treat-

ment of rheumatoid arthritis, but their use is limited by suboptimal bioavailability, serious adverse effects,

and nonnegligible first-pass effects. In contrast, transdermal drug delivery systems (TDDSs) can avoid

these drawbacks and improve patient compliance, making them a promising option for the treatment

of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Of course, TDDSs also face unique challenges, as the physiological barrier

of the skin makes drug delivery somewhat limited. To overcome this barrier and maximize drug delivery

efficiency, TDDSs have evolved in terms of the principle of transdermal facilitation and transdermal facil-

itation technology, and different generations of TDDSs have been derived, which have significantly

improved transdermal efficiency and even achieved individualized controlled drug delivery. In this re-

view, we summarize the different generations of transdermal drug delivery systems, the corresponding

transdermal strategies, and their applications in the treatment of RA.
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1. Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a congestive and systemic autoim-
mune disease mainly based on partial joint lesions. In the early
stage, synovial joints exhibit symptoms of chronic inflammation,
and articular cartilage and bone tissue are gradually destroyed,
resulting in joint dysfunction or loss, with a higher disability and
teratogenicity rate1. Although the morbidity of rheumatoid
arthritis in China is lower than that in some European and
American countries in recent years, most middle-aged and elderly
patients still suffer from it. Some standard treatment choices for
RA, such as methotrexate, are effective, but they are also asso-
ciated with adverse effects caused by the dosage form2. When
administered orally, bioavailability is low and nearly 70% of pa-
tients experience gastrointestinal side effects such as nausea,
vomiting, and diarrhea. When administered by injection, metho-
trexate is rapidly eliminated in the body, and patient compliance is
poor, making self-administration difficult. Due to these side ef-
fects, nearly 30% of patients have to give up methotrexate (MTX)
treatment. Therefore, an appropriate drug delivery system is
essential for developing improved treatments and ultimately for
increasing the patient recovery rate in RA. Transdermal drug de-
livery systems (TDDSs) can decrease systemic adverse effects,
improve bioavailability, facilitate patient self-administration, and
have high compliance; therefore, their application in the treatment
of RA is very promising3,4.

As an autoimmune disease, the cause of RA has not been
completely defined, and it is confirmed that RA is not caused by
unilateral factors but is closely related to genetics, gender, and
environmental factors. For example, studies have shown that in
terms of genetic aspects, class I (HLA-A, B, C), class II (HLA-
DR, DP, DQ), and class III subregions of major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) genes are associated with RA susceptibility5. In
addition, RA affects approximately three times as many women as
men and is linked to sex hormones, which have an immune reg-
ulatory effect. Emerging studies illuminate that decreased estro-
gen levels during menopause and postpartum are related to an
increased risk and severity of RA6. Although the potential of
regulating sex hormones to treat RA has not yet been successfully
tested in clinical trials, it is undeniable that sex hormones are an
important factor affecting the pathogenesis of RA. In addition,
microbial infection is also considered to be an important cause of
RA. Changes in the intestinal bacterial composition in preclinical
and diagnosed patients indicate the vital influence of the intestinal
microbiota on the characteristics of RA immune dysfunction.
Although the mechanism by which dysregulation of the intestinal
flora leads to RA is not fully understood, currently, we still know
some mechanisms, mainly including the production of intestinal
mucosal barrier damage, proinflammatory metabolites, and mo-
lecular mimicry of self-antigens7.

The pathogenesis of RA is very complicated, and we have
been able to identify only a few potential mechanisms, namely
the aberrant activation of congenital and adaptive immune re-
sponses and the breakdown of self-tolerance in genetically pre-
disposed individuals, as shown in Fig. 18. In brief, our joint tissue
is regarded as an intruder by the immune system to assault. The
occurrence of rheumatoid arthritis is related to many cytokines,
with tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a and interleukin (IL)-6 as the
core. Other cytokines, such as IL-7, IL-21 granulocyte-
macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), IL-2, and
IL-18, also play a role9. The first stage in the course of the onset
of RA is the risk stage: genes, the environment, and other factors
increase the risk of patients suffering from RA. A study in the
association between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
and minor allele frequency (MAF) and articular damage was
analyzed has shown that two genes are involved in autoimmune
disease risk: the rs451066 gene on chromosome 14 and the
rs11908352 gene on chromosome 20 affect the progression of
RA, as reviewed by de Rooy et al10. Among them, near the gene
encoding matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9), rs11908352
significantly affects the level of serum MMP-9, whose over-
expression causes the decomposition of collagen and proteo-
glycan, and eventually induces cartilage and bone destruction11.
However, there may be no symptoms or signs at this stage. The
second stage is the high-risk stage of RA: various inducements
cause overexpression of anti-citrullinated protein antibodies
(ACPA) and rheumatoid factor (RF), promoting the humoral
immune response and activating T cells, B cells, and macro-
phages12. Pain and other symptoms occur at this stage. The third
stage is the early RA stage, where synovial inflammation may
occur. The synovium is loose connective tissue around joints,
composed of fibroblasts, whose pathology is mainly related to
immune cell subsets in synovial tissue, including macrophage
subsets and T-cell subsets, and nonimmune cell subsets,
including fibroblast subsets. When T cells and macrophages in
synovial tissue are activated, inflammatory factors, such as IL-1
and TNF-a, are released13; meanwhile, FAPaþTHY1� fibro-
blasts advance inflammation by producing chemokines to pro-
mote the transport of immune cells to inflamed joints. At this
stage, the patient has arthritis. The fourth stage is the RA stage.
Inflammatory factors produced in the third stage activate
fibroblast-like synovial cells (FLSs), which produce a large
amount of CSF, such as GM-CSF and M-CSF. These factors
induce macrophages to differentiate into osteoclasts, generate
MMPs, destroy joints, and cause dysfunction11.
2. Drug therapies for RA

The main clinical treatments for RA are surgery and drug therapy.
In the presence of joint dysfunction and joint deformity, or after
conservative treatment of symptoms without significant relief,
surgical treatment is usually used. For patients in the early and
middle stages, drug therapy is usually used14. The drugs for RA
are nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), glucocorti-
coids (GCs), traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), and disease-
modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). DMARDs include
traditional conventional synthetic DMARDs (csDMARDs), tar-
geted synthetic DMARDs (tsDMARDs), and biological agent
DMARDs (bDMARDs)15, as shown in Table 116e25.

2.1. NSAIDs

NSAIDs are the most common drugs used in the therapy of RA,
with significant anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects. Although
the chemical structures of NSAIDs differ from each other, they all
achieve anti-inflammatory effects by inhibiting the conversion of
arachidonic acid (AA) to prostaglandin (PG)26. All NSAIDs can
inhibit cyclooxygenase (COX), but the different effects and
binding modes of COX active sites are related to the chemical
structures of NSAIDs. Although NSAIDs are widely used, there
are some adverse reactions in the gastrointestinal tract and kidney
related to NSAIDs inhibiting cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) and
preventing PG production in inflamed or other tissue damage sites.



Figure 1 Pathogenesis and pathways of rheumatoid arthritis.
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2.2. GCs

GC, a steroid hormone that is also applied widely in the treatment
of RA, can be divided into endogenous glucocorticoids and
exogenous glucocorticoids. Endogenous glucocorticoids refer to a
class of steroid hormones excreted by the adrenal cortex under
physiological conditions; conversely, exogenous glucocorticoids
refer to synthetic glucocorticoids. The anti-inflammatory mecha-
nisms of GC are as follows. From the genetic perspective, GC
enhances or inhibits the transcription of anti-inflammatory genes
by binding to glucocorticoid receptor (GR), thereby affecting the
production of inflammatory cells and molecules27. From the
cellular perspective, GCs can inhibit cellular or humoral immu-
nity, decrease the number of mononuclear macrophages, and
impede the synthesis of inflammatory factors, prostaglandins, and
the expression of Fc receptors28. Although GCs are widely used,
long-term use may lead to osteoporosis, diabetes, adrenal axis
inhibition, and other adverse reactions29.

2.3. DMARDs

As a class of drugs that work slowly, csDMARDs reduce or pre-
vent joint destruction and deformity, effectively relieve the disease
symptoms of RA patients, and thus interfere with the whole dis-
ease process30. The chemical structure and anti-inflammatory
mechanism of csDMARDs vary, among which methotrexate and
leflunomide are the most common. Methotrexate (MTX) has been
internationally considered a preferred drug for the treatment of
RA recommended by both the European League Against Rheu-
matism (EULAR) and the American College of Rheumatology
(ACR), which regards low-dose MTX monotherapy as the primary
treatment for RA patients. In addition, MTX has also become a
standard treatment choice for medium-to long-term, moderate to
severe RA31. The known mechanisms are complex and commonly
associated with the folic acid antagonistic pathway, adenosine
signaling pathway, and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase
(p38MAPK) signaling pathways. Leflunomide (LEF) exerts
immunoregulatory properties and has been included in the
commonly used csDMARDs. LEF functions by inhibiting the
mitochondrial enzyme dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHODH)
to restrain de novo synthesis of pyrimidine ribonucleotide uridine
monophosphate (rUMP) and thus has anti-inflammatory effects. In
addition, one study showed that A77 1726, the active metabolite
of leflunomide, induces HO-1 activity in CD4þ T cells and reg-
ulates Th17-Treg cell homeostasis, thereby inhibiting oxidative
damage in joints and reducing the expression of proinflammatory
cytokines32. Long-term use of anti-rheumatic drugs to improve the
condition may lead to gastrointestinal reactions, liver damage, and
other side effects. Therefore, patients with liver disease should go
to the hospital for regular examination during medication.

TsDMARDs are multitarget Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors that
suppress immune and inflammatory responses by inhibiting JAK
kinase. The JAK/signal transducer and activator of transcription
(STAT) pathway plays a significant role in mediating multiple
proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines in the treatment
of RA33. Compared with several previous drugs, tsDMARDs are
more direct and targeted and can effectively delay the progression
of RA34. BDMARDs are biological products, mainly including
TNF-a blockers, IL-1/IL-6 receptor blockers, T-cell costimulation
blockers, etc. Safety studies have suggested a modestly increased
risk of severe infection in patients using bDMARDs compared
with those using csDMARDs, while no difference was found in
patients using bDMARDs. Regarding other safety risks, such as
cancer risk and herpes zoster infection risk, there was no increased
risk in patients using bDMARDs35.

2.4. Traditional Chinese medicine

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been proven to be
effective in the treatment of RA. Compared with chemical drugs,
traditional Chinese medicine has the advantages of good safety
and fewer adverse reactions and can be used for an extended



Table 1 Mechanism of action and adverse effects of common RA drugs.

Category Common drug Dosage form Mechanism Adverse reaction Ref.

NSAIDs Acetylsalicylic acid Tablet Bind to COX-1 and COX-2, inhibit

the conversion of AA

Gastrointestinal reactions

include peptic ulcer,

esophagitis, first-pass effect

16

Phenylbutazone Tablet Compete with AA for the active site

of COX and inhibit the production of

PG

Celecoxib Capsule

GCs Hydrocortisone Tablet Binds to glucocorticoid receptor GR

to enhance transcription of anti-

inflammatory genes or inhibit

inflammatory genes

Gastrointestinal side effects

such as gastrointestinal

bleeding

17

Methylprednisolone Tablet

csDMARDs Methotrexate Tablet The folic acid antagonistic pathway

inhibits the proliferation of RA-

associated inflammatory cells

Gastrointestinal side effects

include vomiting, nausea

18

Leflunomide Tablet Inhibit DHODH, inhibit joint

oxidative damage

Diarrhea, nausea 19

Iguratimod Tablet Inhibition of secretion of IL-1 and

IL-6 by macrophages

Gastrointestinal discomfort 20

tsDMARDs Baricitinib Tablet Inhibition of JAK kinase to inhibit

immune and inflammatory responses

First-pass metabolism,

gastrointestinal, and kidney

damage

21

Tofacitinib Tablet

bDMARDs Infliximab Injection Blocking TNF-a, the core molecule

of the inflammatory response,

through TNF-receptor 1 and TNF-

receptor 2

Poor patient compliance,

pain, difficulty in self-

administration

22,23

Adalimumab Injection

Anakinra Injection Inhibit IL-1/IL-6 receptors

Traditional Chinese

medicine

Sinomenine Tablet Reduce JAK/STAT phosphorylation

and regulate cytokine levels IL-17

and TNF-a levels

Poor water solubility, low

bioavailability, and first-pass

effect

24

Tripterygium glycosides Tablet Inhibit IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-a,

IFN-g, IL-17 and other inflammatory

factors through p53 and RANKL

pathway

25

NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; GCs, glucocorticoids; csDMARDs, conventional synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs;

tsDMARDs, targeted synthetic disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs; bDMARDs, biological agent disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs; COX-

1, cyclooxygenase-1; COX-2, cyclooxygenase-2; AA, arachidonic acid; COX, cyclooxygenase; PG, prostaglandin; GR, glucocorticoid receptor;

RA, rheumatoid arthritis; DHODH, dihydroorotate dehydrogenase; IL-1, interleukin-1; IL-6, interleukin-6; JAK, Janus kinase; TNF-a, tumor

necrosis factor-a;JAK/STAT, Janus kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription; IL-17, interleukin-17; IL-1b, interleukin-1b; IL-8,

interleukin-8; IFN-g, interferon-g; RANKL, receptor activator of nuclear factor-B ligand.
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period. Therefore, it has been used alone or in concert with
chemical drugs in the research and treatment of clinical RA. At
present, several TCMs are effective in alleviating RA, including
sinomenine, curcumin, tripterygium glycosides, and total gluco-
sides of Paeonia, which regulate the levels of inflammatory factors
through the JAK/STAT pathway, NF-kB pathway, MAPK, and
other pathways, respectively, and exert anti-inflammatory effects.
These TCMs generally suffer from poor water solubility and low
oral bioavailability36.

Oral administration and injection are common modes of drug
delivery for RA. Oral administration often has a first-pass effect,
which reduces the number of drugs that are absorbed into the
blood. In addition, oral administration is prone to result in
gastrointestinal reactions, nausea, upper abdominal discomfort,
and other adverse reactions. The poor compliance of patients
administered by injection is not conducive to self-management
and brings many inconveniences to patients’ lives. Therefore, it is
essential to find a way to avoid the above problems for the
treatment of RA. It is for this reason that TDDSs have come to our
attention37.
3. Transdermal drug delivery systems

With the launch of the first transdermal patch “Scopolamine
Hydrobromide Adhesive Patches” in 1979, TDDSs came to the
attention of the public38. TDDSs are a noninvasive type of
preparation in which drugs enter the skin at a certain speed, pass
through the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissues of the
skin in turn, and finally absorb effective drugs through the skin
microcirculation. Compared with oral drug delivery, TDDSs
have the main advantages, including avoiding first-pass effects,
improving bioavailability, and relieving gastrointestinal re-
actions, epigastric discomfort, and other adverse reactions. Pa-
tients with TDDSs are more likely to self-administer than those
treated by injection, improving patients’ convenience and
avoiding the risk of infection associated with the injection. In
addition, TDDSs provide drugs with a more stable rate of ab-
sorption and maintain a more stable blood drug concentration39.
Thus, for the treatment of many diseases, TDDSs provide a safer
and more effective platform than oral and injectable drug
delivery.



Figure 2 Schematic diagram of skin structure.
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3.1. Transdermal routes of drug absorption

As the largest organ of the human body, the surface area of the
skin is 1.5e2 square meters, accounting for approximately 15% of
the total mass of an average person40, which can cause the body to
be exempt from external interference as a physical barrier,
including damage from microorganisms, allergens, ultraviolet ra-
diation, and chemicals. In addition, the skin plays a vital role in
preventing water loss and regulating body temperature. Human
skin is multilayered, with the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous
tissue from outside to inside, as shown in Fig. 241.

The epidermis is the outer layer of the skin, approximately
50e100 mm in thickness depending on its location on the body,
and is mainly composed of corneocytes. It is classified into five
parts, namely, the stratum corneum (SC), stratum lucidum, stratum
granulosum, stratum spinosum, and stratum basale42. The SC is
mainly composed of dead corneocytes and is filled with dense
keratin. In addition, the SC contains a lipid layer, including
ceramides, fatty acids, cholesterol, squalene, and triglycerides.
Corneocytes are indirectly connected through interconnected lipid
layers in the form of multilayers, forming a dense structure of the
SC. In addition, corneocytes are closely connected by desmo-
somes and tight junctions, providing stability and an additional
barrier to the SC43. Just below the stratum corneum is a trans-
parent and thin structure called the hyaline layer, consisting of
2e3 layers of keratin-forming cells and only existing in the very
thick epidermis of the palms of the hands and feet44. The lower
layer of the hyaline layer is the granular layer, where cells have
thicker membranes, and there are two types of granules at the
granular layer: hyaline keratin granules and lamellipodia. The
lower layer of the granular layer is the spiny layer, which contains
lymphatic and tissue fluids that provide nutrients to epidermal
cells. The deepest layer of the epidermis is the basal layer, in
which cells proliferate and provide the basis for keratin-forming
cells that differentiate into keratinocytes in the stratum corneum45.

A basement membrane zone exists between the dermis and the
epidermis, which consists of proteins and glycoproteins whose
main function is to provide adhesion and connect the epidermis to
the dermis46. The dermis is approximately 2e5 mm thick,
depending on the different body parts. It mainly consists of
mesenchyme (collagen, elastin fibers, etc.), cells (fibroblasts, mast
cells, adipocytes, phagocytes, histiocytes, etc.), lymphatic vessels,
blood vessels, sweat glands, nerve endings, etc.47. The capillary
network constitutes the skin microcirculation system, which is
responsible for drug absorption into the systemic circulation48.
The reticular dermis is the main part of the dermis and contains a
large number of collagen fibers that make it denser and elastic49.
In addition, the dermis plays an important role in immunity and
sebum secretion due to the presence of histiocytes, sweat glands,
and hair follicles47. The hypodermis tissue is the innermost zone
of the skin, consisting of adipocytes, lymph, and blood vessels,
and its main function is to protect the body from physical damage,
store heat, and control metabolism50.

The transdermal routes include the paracellular pathway,
intracellular pathway, and transfollicularr pathway. Paracellular
transport refers to the entry of drugs into the dermis through the
spaces between corneocytes and is generally associated with
itsmall-moleculele heterophilic drugs. Intracellular transport refers
to the passage of the drug through the cells of the SC, a process that
involves the partitioning of the hydrophilic and heterophilic envi-
ronment several times and is demanding in terms of drug proper-
ties; therefore, most drugs do not go this route51. Transfollicular
transport, also known as the trans adnexal route, refers to the ab-
sorption of drugs by sweat glands, hair follicles, or sebaceous
glands. This approach bypasses the stratum corneum with a higher
rate of drug absorption than the first two approaches. However, the
total area of the skin appendages is too small, limiting the total
amount of drug absorption; therefore, this approach is not the
major method of transdermal drug absorption41.

3.2. Difficulties in transdermal drug delivery

One of the main and most difficult barriers the skin uses to protect
itself and enable it to prevent external substances from entering is
the stratum corneum42. It has a dense “mortar and brick” structure;
the intercellular lipid layer is considered “mortar”, and corneo-
cytes with highly insoluble keratinized envelopes and keratin fil-
aments are often considered “bricks”52, closely connected through
desmosomes and tight junction-related structures. First, the
compact structure formed by the tight junction-related structure
leads to a small intercellular space between the SC, which limits
the permeability of macromolecular drugs and proteins53. In
addition, both the keratinized envelope of corneocytes and the
intercellular lipid layer are lipid soluble, thus greatly limiting the
penetration of water-soluble drugs into the skin. In contrast, lipid-
soluble drugs bypass corneocytes to achieve diffusion through the



Figure 3 Classification of transdermal generations based on mechanism, applicable drugs, and applied technologies.
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lipid layer. Of course, this does not mean that as long as the drug is
fat-soluble, it can pass through the SC because the SC is not a
completely fat-soluble environment. The keratin in the SC con-
tains a natural moisturizing factor (NMF), which provides
approximately 20% hydration for the SC and maintains proper
hydration of the SC54. Therefore, TDDSs have high requirements
for the drug, including the appropriate log P value, molecular
weight, and several hydrogen-bonded donor acceptors. With the
continuous development and innovation of transdermal strategies,
four generations of TDDSs have been developed to gradually
overcome the dilemma of transdermal drug delivery and achieve
maximum efficiency or even intelligent individualized drug
delivery.

3.3. Different generations of TDDSs

Currently, TDDSs are divided into four generations, as illustrated
in Fig. 3. The first generation of TDDSs is designed based on the
principle of natural diffusion of drugs. Drugs diffuse from TDDSs
to the skin through natural diffusion and are absorbed and take
effect. The first generation of TDDSs focused on the properties of
the drug itself, only for lipophilic, low molecular weight, effective
drugs at low doses, so they are limited55.

To expand the transdermal delivery capacity of other small
molecule drugs, the second generation of TDDSs came into being,
which is designed based on the reversible destruction of the SC
structure or providing an additional driving force for drug entry
into the skin to improve the drug delivery efficiency from both
drug and SC aspects. On the one hand, the drug is modified to
have a suitable log P value to facilitate drug transfer through the
skin; on the other hand, the SC structure is disrupted or pore
channels are formed in the SC by some physicochemical means to
achieve greater transdermal drug delivery efficiency. Second-
generation TDDSs have laid the foundation for maximizing drug
delivery efficiency, but limitations still exist. How to balance
maximizing the passage through the SC and protecting deep tis-
sues from damage was a problem faced and urgently needed to be
solved with second-generation TDDSs, which led to the emer-
gence of third-generation TDDSs56.

Third-generation TDDSs are a generation of TDDSs specif-
ically for SC, and they can target SC by physicochemical or other
means, which can achieve the destruction of SC structure and
improve the efficiency of drug transdermal delivery without
affecting the deeper tissues. At the same time, the range of drugs
that can be delivered has also become wider. In addition to small
molecules, third-generation TDDSs can also achieve transdermal
delivery of macromolecular drugs and vaccines, further improving
the shortcomings of TDDSs in drug delivery. Fourth-generation
TDDSs, the most advanced TDDSs at present, are intelligent
wearable devices combined with bioelectronic technology57,
which are no different from the second and third generations in
terms of maximizing transdermal drug delivery, especially in that
they can intelligently adjust drug delivery by monitoring the signal
level of the body in real-time. Specifically, the physiological,
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electrophysiological, and biochemical signals are accurately
measured by sensors and transmitted to the actuator, which
transfers energy to the drug-loaded patch in a controlled manner to
release the drug into the skin for precise, personalized treatment55.

From the first generation of TDDSs to the fourth generation of
TDDSs, the skin barrier is gradually overcome, the applicable
drug range is expanded, the drug delivery efficiency is maximized,
the safety of transdermal drug delivery is enhanced, and skin
irritation is reduced. Even fourth-generation TDDSs can realize
real-time monitoring of drug delivery while possessing the above
advantages. This fine and controllable intelligent drug delivery
method is undoubtedly a milestone in TDDSs.

4. Enhancement strategies for TDDSs

Second-generation TDDSs, with their chemical penetration en-
hancers and nanocarriers, increase the transdermal delivery of
small molecules, and third-generation TDDSs, with their
enhancement strategies, enable the successful transdermal de-
livery of various large molecules. In this section, we specifically
describe the permeation enhancement strategies of second-and
third-generation TDDSs58, and we summarize their advantages,
limitations, and transdermal delivery mechanisms, as indicated in
Table 259e78.

4.1. Strategies of second-generation TDDSs

4.1.1. Stratum corneum modification
The main obstacles to transdermal delivery stem from the pro-
tective layer structure of the skin42. The permeability of the drug
in the skin may be improved by modification of the SC, and
chemical penetration enhancers (CPEs) have faded in our view.
The modification principles of SC by CPEs are classified into four
groups: 1. denaturing protein of the SC, altering keratin confor-
mation, and enhancing hydration79. 2. Improving the solvent
properties of SC and affecting the distribution of drugs in the
SC80. 3. Affecting desmosome and tight junction-related structure.
4. Changing lipid fluidity, interacting with the lipid domain of the
SC, and disrupting the lipid structure. According to the database
of CPEs established by Vasyuchenko et al.81, CPEs are divided
into six categories by molecular structure, as detailed in Fig. 4.
The mechanisms of common CPEs are also shown in Fig. 4. CPEs
have been used as a means of permeation promotion in TDDSs
with a wide application range and longer use time for the treat-
ment of inflammation82, Alzheimer’s disease83, migraine59, and
other diseases.

4.1.2. Drug modifications
Drug modifications are mainly divided into prodrug, ion-pair, and
eutectic systems84. The special structure of the SC makes it highly
demanding for the properties of the drug, including moderate mo-
lecular weight, appropriate oil-water partition coefficient (log P)
value, suitable melting point, solubility, etc.56. Therefore, non-
conforming drugs need to be modified to allow them to better
penetrate the skin. Prodrug strategy refers to modifying the struc-
ture of the parent drug to change its solubility and log P value85.
After administration, the prodrug is metabolized into the parent
drug. An ion pair is a pair of two ions with opposite charges that do
not bond covalently but rely on Coulombic gravity86. Ionic drugs,
do not easily penetrate the cell membrane, so they form ion pairs to
neutralize electricity and allow the drug to enter the skin more
effectively. Eutectic systems refer to the formation of supramolec-
ular compounds by the interaction of active drug molecules (APIs)
and cocrystal forms (CCFs) under noncovalent and nonionic bonds
and have already been widely utilized in transdermal delivery for
the treatment of Parkinson’s disease87, inflammatory diseases88 and
psychiatric disorders89.

4.1.3. Electricity-driven methods
The electricity-driven method refers to a method that utilizes the
energy generated by an electric device to promote drug transdermal
delivery. Iontophoresis is a method to stimulate drug entry into the
skin using an electric current as a driving force. The device is
composed of a power supply, control circuit, and electrodes. The
earliest research on iontophoresis dates back to 1908, when Leduc
first used an electric current to drive molecules through the skin90,
laying the foundation for the later application of iontophoresis in
TDDS.With continued research, iontophoresis has been transformed
from a primitive physical technology to a controlled and potential
drug delivery method. The iontophoresis method has two trans-
mission mechanisms: electromigration and electroosmosis91. Elec-
tromigration is defined as the forced entry of charged drugs into the
skin using electrostatic repulsion and is suitable for enhanced trans-
dermal penetration of ionized drugs. During treatment, the cationic
drug is placed under the anode, the anionic drug is placed under the
cathode, and the anionic and cationic drugs are moved to opposite
electrodes under the repulsion pulse of the same-sex electrode to
inducedrug penetration through the skin. Electroosmosis is caused by
using a voltage difference across a charged membrane to cause fluid
flow in the same direction as that of the counteracting ions and is
suitable for the skin penetration of neutral drugs. In addition, elec-
troosmosis affects the permeation of ionized drugs. At physiological
pH, the skin is electronegative, so the antagonistic ions are cations,
resulting in electroosmosis from the anode to the cathode; therefore,
electroosmosis promotes the transport of cationic drugs and nega-
tively affects the transport of anionic drugs.Usually, in the presenceof
electric current, ions tend to select the path of minimum resistance
through the skin, that is, through the skin appendages that bypass the
cuticle into the skin.Of course, nonvesicular pathways also assumean
important role in drug transport, and researchers have shown that
iontophoresis technology leads to flipping movements of peptide
helices in the SC, which in turn form voltage-dependent pore chan-
nels92. In addition, iontophoresis leads to an increasing skin water
content, enhancing hydration and perturbing the lipid layer, which in
turn increases drug penetration. Along with the development of
iontophoresis technology, matching dosage forms also need to be
developed simultaneously. Semisolid preparations, especially gels,
are the most suitable choices and are compatible with both skin and
equipment. Currently, iontophoresis has been used in neurodegen-
erative diseases93, hypertension94, inflammation95, and other
diseases.

4.1.4. Nanocarriers
Nanocarriers are commonly used in TDDSs as a means of facil-
itating permeation, such as solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs),
nanostructured lipid carriers (NLCs), micelles, and liposomes, as
shown in Fig. 5. These nanoparticles are loaded into hydrogels or
microneedles for transdermal administration. The nanoparticles



Table 2 Advantages, limitations, and transdermal delivery mechanism of different enhancement strategies.

Different

generations of

TDDSs

Enhancement

strategy

Specific measure Advantage Limitation Transdermal delivery

mechanism

Transdermal drug delivery

system

Ref.

Second-generation

TDDS

Stratum corneum

modification

Chemical penetration

enhancer

Wide application and low

cost

Excessive concentration can

be irritating to the skin

Alters the structure of the SC,

providing a concentration

gradient

Drug-loaded patch, hydrogel

patch, gel, ointment

59

Drug modification Prodrug The hydrophilic and

hydrophobicity of drugs can

be regulated

Prodrugs may cause toxicity

and may lead to the

production of toxic

metabolites

Modification of drugs to alter

their physicochemical

properties so that they

conform to the requirements

for transdermal drug delivery

Direct drug-loaded patch,

microneedle, gel, alcohol

hydrogel, lipid nanoparticles,

nanoemulsion

60

Ion pair Simple preparation and low

cost

The hydrogen bonds forming

ion pairs are unstable and

break easily under conditions

such as ultrasound

Transdermal patch 61

Electricity-driven

methods

Iontophoresis Rapid drug release into the

skin, ability to deliver large

molecules

Difficult autonomous drug

delivery, unknown long-term

safety, and compliance

Provide driving force to form

pores in SC

Usually used in combination

with semi-solid formulations

62

Nanocarriers Nanoemulsion Good stability and

compliance, low toxicity and

irritation

Disruption of the integrity of

the SC due to CPEs

Reduce the interfacial

tension, dissolve the lipid

layer

Hydrogel patch, gel,

nanoemulsion, film

63,64

Solid lipid

nanoparticle

Good biocompatibility and

skin tolerance

Poor physical stability, prone

to sudden drug release

Form a lipid membrane on

the skin surface, loosen SC

cells, and interact with SC

lipids

Hydrogel patch, gel,

transdermal patch,

microemulsion, drug-loaded

nanostructured lipid carriers

65

Nanostructured lipid

carrier

High drug loading capacity,

good physical stability

Short skin retention time 66

Nanomicelle Capable of loading both

hydrophilic and heterophilic

drugs

Low stability, susceptible to

the influence of pH

Be blocked by the SC,

creating a reservoir of the

drug on the skin surface and

providing the additional

driving force for the drug

Hydrogel patch, gel,

microneedle, organized

67

Dendrimer Dermal penetration of drugs

can be guided by dendrimer

Less stable and prone to

leakage

Transdermal patch, cream 67

Liposome Biodegradable, non-toxic,

able to encapsulate

hydrophilic and lipophilic

substances

Large volume, and lack of

elasticity, to some extent,

hinder effective skin

penetration

Interact with the lipid

structure of the SC, disrupt

the lipid layer

Hydrogel patch, gel,

microneedle, the liposome

formulation

68

Ethosome Both hydrophilic and

lipophilic drugs can be

carried

Long-term skin irritation

experiments to be verified

Ethanol in ethanol bodies

fluidizes the SC lipid layer

and forms a pathway in the

SC

Hydrogel patch, gel,

transdermal patch, that

formulation

69

Transfersome Highly elastic, super

deformable

Cannot encapsulate

hydrophobic drugs

Pass through the narrow gaps

of the SC cells

Hydrogel patch, gel,

microneedle

70

Plant exosome-like

nanovesicle

Low immunogenicity

toxicity, uniform size good

stability

Unknown factors such as

interactions with exogenous

drugs

Interfuse with the lipid layer,

cross the SC, and enhance

penetration

Hydrogel patch, gel 71,72

Third-generation

TDDS

Electricity-driven

methods

Sonophoresis Less skin damage, simple

operation, high universality

Time-consuming, requires

sophisticated instruments

Bubbles and collapses are

formed in the SC, destroying

the SC

Gel, microneedle 73,74
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that have been studied to improve the transdermal absorption of
RA drugs and their penetration mechanism are shown in Fig. 6.

4.1.4.1. SLNs and NLCs. SLNs are drug delivery systems that
are composed of solid lipids as carriers and encapsulate or embed
drugs in the lipid membrane96; by contrast, NLCs are drug de-
livery systems that are composed of a mixture of liquid and solid
lipids as carriers and encapsulate or embed drugs in the lipid
membrane97, which together constitute lipid nanoparticles98.
SLNs, considered a promising drug carrier system, especially for
applications requiring sustained release, were created in the early
1990s99 and consist of water, surfactants, and solid lipids
including fatty acids, steroids, triglycerides, waxes, etc.98. Solid
lipids are dispersed in the aqueous phase, and surfactants are
added as stabilizers for preparation. Common preparation methods
include high-shear homogenization, ultrasonic treatment, solvent
emulsification, and microemulsion. At room temperature, SLNs
are solid particles, and drugs are loaded into solid lipids.
Compared with hydrophilic drugs, lipophilic drugs, and lipids
have similar properties, resulting in more drugs loaded into lipids.
NLCs consist of a mixture of liquid and solid lipids, water, and
surfactants100, and studies have shown that the weight ratio of
solid to liquid lipids in NLCs is usually between 70:30 and
90:1097. Compared to SLNs, NLCs have a higher drug loading
capacity and are also a drug delivery system with broad pros-
pects92. Showing skin adhesion, lipid nanoparticles exhibit
adequate contact with SC with a small size, and the lipids in the
nanoparticles form a lipid membrane that produces a blocking
effect on the skin surface101, reducing water evaporation and
loosening SC cells, thereby increasing drug penetration. In addi-
tion, the surfactants in lipid nanoparticles interact with skin lipids,
destroying lipid structures, increasing intercellular space, and
enhancing drug penetration65.

4.1.4.2. Nanomicelles. Nanomicelles consist of amphiphilic
polymers or surfactants agglomerated in an aqueous medium;
lipophilic drugs are loaded in the inner core, while hydrophilic
drugs are located in the outer shell, which increases skin perme-
ability by increasing the water solubility of drugs65. Their hydro-
philic structure can counteract the recognition of the
reticuloendothelial system (RES) to prolong the action time of
drugs in vivo and improve the bioavailability of drugs12. The mi-
celles usually enter the skin via the hair follicle route, where the
polymeric component is blocked by the SC, creating a drug reser-
voir on the skin surface and increasing drug penetration through the
SC102. Nanomicelles and CPEs are usually used in combination to
enhance the transdermal effect of drugs103. Currently, the materials
used to synthesize micelles are not only organic polymers but also
novel biomaterials that can themselves be recognized and interact
with immune cells such as macrophages and T cells and in com-
bination with encapsulated drugs to achieve co-administration and
effectively improve the therapeutic effect, especially in immune-
related diseases such as RA104. At present, no micelle technology
has achieved success in TDDSs for wound repair105, skin dis-
eases106, cancer107, bacterial infection108, and other diseases.

4.1.4.3. Dendrimers. Dendrimers are high-branched poly-
meric nanocarriers used for transporting hydrophobic agents.
Poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) has the widest range of applications
and permeabilizes the lipid layer by positively charged den-
drimers, contributing to skin penetration109. Dendrimers are



Figure 4 Summary of chemical penetration enhancers according to molecular structure. SC, stratum corneum.
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blocked by the SC of the skin, but they can interact with skin
lipids and destroy the lipid layer structure, thereby enhancing drug
penetration. They can interact with lipids present in the cell
membrane to improve its permeability. Therefore, they increase
the solubility and permeability of lipophilic drugs but cannot be
used as carriers for hydrophilic drugs65. At present, dendritic
polymers have been successfully used in the treatment of tu-
mors110, HIV111, antiviral103, and other immune diseases112,113.

4.1.4.4. Liposomes. In addition to the abovementioned nano-
particles, vesicle systems are also commonly used as a proven
means of promoting permeation. Nanovesicles are defined as a
double-layer spherical vesicle structure composed of amphiphilic
lipids or other analogs114, where hydrophilic drugs are encapsu-
lated in the vesicle core and hydrophobic drugs are encapsulated in
a hydrophobic lipid layer115. Liposomes are the earliest and most
classical nanovesicles and are spherical vesicles with a phospho-
lipid bilayer structure. The amphiphilic character of liposomes
makes them ideal drug carriers for molecules of different polar-
ities. The phospholipids in liposomes interact with the lipid
structure of the SC, thereby destroying the lipid layer and
enlarging the transdermal amount of the drug116. Common prep-
aration methods include thin-film hydration, the reverse-phase
evaporation method117, the pH-gradient method, the solvent in-
jection method118, the dehydration-rehydration method, and the
novel combined method119. Liposomes have been applied for
transdermal drug delivery to treat a variety of diseases, such as
tumors120, rheumatoid arthritis121, fungal infections, and other
diseases.

4.1.4.5. Ethosomes. Ethosomes are composed of a bilayer
spherical structure consisting of phosphatidylcholine, cholesterol,
ethanol, and water. Compared with conventional liposomes, the
addition of alcohol in ethosomes makes them more flexible, while
alcohol also acts as a CPE to extract SC lipids, destroy the SC
lipid layer structure, and improve drug distribution122. In addition,
ethanol also provides a negative charge on the surface of the
vesicle structure to prevent the aggregation of vesicles due to
static electricity92. The preparation methods of ethosomes include
the mechanical dispersion method123, pH-gradient method,
reversed-phase evaporation method124, ethanol injection-
sonication method, and membrane hydration method125. Etho-
somes have been successfully used in the treatment of cerebral
infarction126, gout127, melanoma128, myocardial ischemia129, and
other diseases.

4.1.4.6. Transfersomes. Transfersomes are composed of
phospholipids, surfactants, ethanol, and water92 and are defined as
a highly elastic-deformable aqueous core with a lipid bilayer
possessing an edge activator surrounding130. The surfactant acts as



Figure 5 Nanocarriers and vesicular systems for enhancing drug penetration.

Figure 6 The mechanism of different nanocarriers.
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an edge activator, offering a high curvature radius and increasing
membrane deformability by destabilizing lipid bilayers, confer-
ring higher elasticity to liposome vesicles and good deform-
ability92. The favorable deformability of the transfersome enables
it to pass through the narrow gap of the skin SC cells, thereby
enhancing the absorption of drugs. Common preparation methods
include the reverse-phase evaporation method131 and ethanol in-
jection method132. At present, transfersomes have been used as
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TDDSs to treat different kinds of diseases, such as tumors133,134,
inflammation135, and dermatosis70.

4.1.4.7. Niosomes. Niosomes are single or multilayer orbic-
ular structures consisting of cholesterol and nonionic surfactants.
They may improve the fluidity of skin membranes by interacting
with the lipophilic layer136. Meanwhile, by reducing the loss of
water through the epidermis, niosomes cause changes in SC
characteristics, resulting in SC hydration increasing and its tightly
packed cell structure loosening137. Niosomes are appropriate to
load both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs, whereas large
monolayer niosomes have larger water cores and are more suitable
for the encapsulation of hydrophilic drug molecules, and multi-
layer niosomes have multiple bilayers and are more suitable for
the loading of heterophilic drugs. The commonly used preparation
methods include thin film hydration138, the ether injection
method139, the reversed-phase evaporation method140, and super-
critical reversed-phase evaporation141. Niosomes have been suc-
cessfully applied in the treatment of diabetes142, Alzheimer’s
disease143, wound healing144, actinic keratosis145, and other
diseases.

4.1.4.8. Plant exosome-like nanovesicle. The last vesicle
structure is planted exosome-like nanovesicles (PELNVs), a novel
drug delivery platform that is a penetration promotion method
with great potential as a TDDS. PELNVs mainly consist of active
lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, and other pharmacologically active
molecules146. As an emerging means of delivery, how to stably
obtain high-quality nanoplatforms is an urgent problem to be
solved. Currently, there are two types of nanoplatforms71. One is
to obtain PELNVs directly from plants, and the supernatant
composed of extracellular vesicle subpopulations is continuously
isolated by differential centrifugation and purified by sucrose
gradient centrifugation. Second, nanolipids can be extracted from
PELNVs and used as carriers for drug delivery147. The concept of
exosome-like nanovesicles (ELNVs) seems to be more familiar
than PELNVs, which can be secreted by most types of mammalian
cells and are present in large quantities in blood, saliva, and urine.
As a central mediator of intercellular communication, ELNVs
play a vital role in the pathogenesis of various diseases in vivo148.
PELNVs were discovered earlier than animal ELNVs, but
PELNVs have not been extensively studied. Similar to the role of
ELNVs, PELNVs play an important physiological role in plants.
In addition to being responsible for communication between plant
cells, they also act as a defense barrier against plant infection and
participate in the formation of cell wall remodeling enzymes
(CWREs) and defense proteins149. To enhance the therapeutic
effect of PELNVs, exogenous therapeutic molecules such as
proteins, siRNA, and DNA are usually contained in PELNVs150.
The drug loading methods of PELNVs are similar to those of other
vesicular structures and are divided into the passive drug loading
method, active drug loading method, and charge adsorption
method. The first two methods are shown in Fig. 7, and in the
latter, because the surface of exosomes is electronegative they can
therefore adsorb drugs with opposite charges and neutral drugs by
electrostatic force151,152. As a biocompatible vesicular structure,
the potential of PELNVs in TDDSs cannot be underestimated. The
bilayer lipid structure allows PELNVs to interfuse with the lipid
layer in the SC, thereby penetrating the SC and enhancing pene-
tration71. At present, studies on PELNVs in transdermal drug
delivery for disease treatment are not yet mature; however, based
on the properties of PELNVs and existing research, we believe
that PELNVs have promising prospects as an emerging nano
platform for drug delivery.

In addition to the abovementioned nanocarriers, there are some
other biological nanoparticles that can be used as a new type of
nanoplatform for transdermal drug delivery, such as peptide
nanoparticles, siRNA-loaded, miRNA nucleic acid nano-
assemblies, etc. They have good biosafety and diverse modifica-
tions153. Existing studies have shown that their combination with
microneedles can successfully achieve transdermal delivery of
biological macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids154.
Although the application of nanocarriers for transdermal drug
delivery is relatively mature, it still has its own problems. Diffi-
culties in clinical translation due to species differences between
experimental animals and humans, difficulties in production and
high prices due to complex processes, interactions between
nanomedicines and in vivo organelles, and the safety of the
nanomaterials themselves are all issues that we need to address in
the process of successfully bringing nanomedicines to the clinic.
We believe that with the full-scale evaluation of experiments and
the continuous development of advanced preparation techniques,
we can achieve a balance between the excellent efficacy of
nanomedicines and their problems155e157.

We have learned about the penetration mechanism of nano-
carriers, such as the above and Fig. 6, so how to concretize
nanocarriers and how to build a transdermal delivery platform for
nanocarriers are the next problems to be solved. In recent years,
with the rapid development of the material field, more hydrophilic
polymers have attracted attention, and hydrogels have gradually
been valued by scientists and applied to transdermal drug delivery.
Hydrogels are macromolecular networks composed of hydrophilic
polymers, and nanocarriers are dispersed in this network or
adsorbed on the surface of macromolecules158,159. These macro-
molecules can absorb water and expand into hydrogels with high
water content, micro elasticity, and certain adhesion to be easily
applied to the skin. Compared with traditional patches, creams, or
gels, hydrogels have better comfort and controllability, which can
not only improve the comfort of patient administration but also
enhance the hydration of the SC and promote the transdermal
penetration of drugs160. At the same time, the unique macromo-
lecular network structure of hydrogels enables them to control the
slow release of nanocarriers, thereby achieving long-term
administration. Some specific examples of using hydrogels as
nanocarrier delivery platforms are covered in the next section161.
At present, with the vigorous development of the field of bio-
materials, research on hydrogels is also in the hot stage. Re-
searchers have continuously developed hydrogels with better
performance that are more suitable for transdermal administration
and have been applied to rheumatoid arthritis162, wound heal-
ing163, and other diseases.

4.2. Strategies of third-generation TDDSs

4.2.1. Electricity-driven methods
Sonophoresis is a method of using ultrasonic waves of different
frequencies to get drugs into the skin164 and can be applied to
deliver small and large-molecule drugs, including insulin. It can
be allocated to low-frequency sonophoresis (20e100 kHz) and
high-frequency sonophoresis (2e6 MHz), and studies have shown
that low-frequency sonophoresis is better than high-frequency
sonophoresis in terms of permeation promotion and safety165.



Figure 7 Drug loading methods of PELNV: passive drug loading method and active drug loading method. Reprinted with the permission from

Ref. 188. Copyright ª 2021 Elsevier.
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Therefore, low-frequency sonophoresis is preferred for clinical
applications. Sonophoresis has two mechanisms in permeation
promotion: the thermal effect and the cavitation effect. The ther-
mal effect refers to ultrasound waves that increase the temperature
of the skin, leading to an increase in the drug transmission
rate84,166. The cavitation effect is defined as the formation and
collapse of bubbles in the SC caused by ultrasound, and the
resulting shock wave or microjet disrupts the lipid bilayer struc-
ture of the SC, enhancing drug penetration167. In addition, the
drug penetration enhancement effect is also related to ultrasound
intensity, frequency, and duration of use. Sonophoresis has been
successfully applied in the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease168,
inflammation169, rheumatoid arthritis73, and other diseases.

Electroporation is a method of forming microscopic holes in
the skin by applying a high voltage for a very short period of time
to penetrate the drug deep into the skin, which can be applied to
deliver various macromolecular and small molecule drugs. Studies
have shown that electroporation-enhanced skin permeation is
related to a variety of factors, including solubility, log P, disso-
ciation constant (pKa), and penetration time of the drug, while we
can optimize these factors to achieve higher cumulative drug
permeation170. Electroporation forms pores in the lipid layer by
disrupting the structure of the SC lipid layer, thereby allowing
drugs to enter the skin and enhancing drug penetration. Electro-
poration has been successfully used in the treatment of anal-
gesic171, glAUComa75, rheumatoid arthritis172, and other diseases.
Cold atmospheric plasma (CAP) is an ionized gas consisting of
charged particles, neutral particles, and photons produced under
atmospheric pressure conditions173. CAP has been extensively
researched over the past decade because of free production in open
spaces at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. These
features allow it to directly come in contact with the body without
causing any thermal injury to the tissue174. CAP has three gen-
eration devices, dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), plasma jet,
and corona discharge, as detailed in Fig. 8175. The mechanism of
CAP promotion of permeation is not wholly clarified, but some
studies have shown that it may be related to free radical-cuticle
lipid interactions, lipid peroxidation, and the generation of inter-
cellular pores in CAP166,173. CAP contains a variety of free rad-
icals such as O, OH, and nitrogen species (RONS), which interact
with the skin and change its properties. Van et al.176 have shown
that O and OH radicals can interact with a-linolenic acid to pro-
duce oxidized fatty acid derivatives, thereby increasing the hy-
drophilicity of fatty acids in the lipid matrix and improving the
transdermal penetration of drugs. In addition, Marschewski
et al.177 utilized electron spectroscopy to explore the effect of
CAP on changes in skin lipid composition using electron energy
spectroscopy and concluded that CAP administration caused
obvious changes in the human skin lipid barrier. These studies
provide evidence and a theoretical basis for the application of
CAP in TDDSs. At present, CAP has been studied in the trans-
dermal delivery of cyclosporine A178 and Alzheimer’s disease173.



Figure 8 Generating devices of cold atmospheric plasma generating device. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 175. Copyright ª 2022

Elsevier.
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It is believed that with the maturation of technology and the depth
of research, CAP will gradually be widely applied to TDDSs.

4.2.2. Microneedles
Microneedles (MNs) are array patches consisting of micrometer-
sized needles with a height of 10e2000 mm and a width of
10e50 mm179 that avoid nociceptive receptors to form micron-
sized channels in the skin, capable of penetrating the epidermis
to deliver small molecule drugs, proteins or vaccines directly to
the dermal tissue180. MNs are widely used in TDDSs due to their
safety, high efficiency, convenience, and painlessness179. Good
microneedles should have good biocompatibility, high mechanical
strength, and low production costs. Currently, microneedles can be
mainly classified as solid microneedles, coated microneedles,
hollow microneedles, dissolving microneedles, and hydrogel
microneedles181,182.

Solid MNs are made of hard materials such as silicon and
metal. When solid microneedles are used for administration,
microneedles are first pressed into the skin to form pores, and then
transdermal patches are attached to make the drug enter the skin
microcirculation through the pores92. These microneedles are
often combined with an electric field to achieve better results.
However, there is a risk that the generated micropores may be
infected by microorganisms or penetrated by other harmful sub-
stances. Therefore, how to form pores to achieve drug delivery
while ensuring safety is something we need to constantly
explore180.

Coated microneedles mean that the surface of the needle tip is
coated with a drug, and as the microneedle is inserted, the coating
is gradually dissolved by the interstitial fluid and releases the drug.
The limitation of the surface area of the tip of a coated micro-
needle results in a small drug loading capacity of the coated
microneedle, while increasing the thickness of the coating affects
the mechanical strength of the tip, which is currently the main
problem facing coated microneedles183,184.

Hollow microneedles have a cavity within the tip that acts as
an orifice for the drug to enter the skin. After insertion of the
microneedle into the skin, the drug is injected into the skin
through holes in the central part of the microneedle, and these
orifices ensure that the drug is administered at a sufficient and
constant rate. When the tip of a hollow microneedle is pierced into
the skin, the orifice is filled with skin tissue, which affects the
entry of the drug into the skin. This problem can be solved by
placing the orifice on the side of the tip, but this certainly adds to
the difficulty of the manufacturing process185,186.
The tips of hydrogel microneedles are made of swelling ma-
terials such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), poly(lactic-
co-glycolic acid) (PLA), and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA). As the
tip penetrates the skin, the swelling material absorbs the intersti-
tial fluid (ISF) and expands, thereby controlling the release of
drugs. Since the materials used to prepare hydrogels are mostly
biodegradable polymers that can slowly release drugs, micro-
needles are mostly used for long-term administration180,187.

Dissolving microneedles are mainly composed of drugs and
biocompatible polymers. Drugs are encapsulated in polymer ma-
terials188. As the material degrades or dissolves in body fluids, the
tip and the base are separated, and drug release is realized56,184. A
new idea for designing microneedles was derived from soluble
microneedles, that is, rapid separation microneedles. We know
that conventional dissolving microneedles usually take tens of
minutes or even hours to achieve separation after pressing into the
skin189,190, which is very inconvenient for patients, so it is
necessary to develop microneedles that can separate quickly. Li
et al.191 developed an effervescent MN for rapid separation by
adding citric acid and sodium bicarbonate to the base of the MN,
and when the MN was pressed into the skin, the base came into
contact with the tissue fluid of the spinous layer, and an acidebase
reaction occurred, producing bubbles and leading to a rapid sep-
aration. The results show that this MN can be completely sepa-
rated within 1 min, achieving the predetermined effect and
providing a new idea for innovative microneedles191.
5. TDDSs in RA drug therapy

In existing studies, different enhancement strategies have been
explored to facilitate the transdermal delivery of drugs approved
for RA treatment, and in this section, the applications of different
enhancement strategies for TDDSs in RA therapeutics are spe-
cifically described.

5.1. TDDSs for NSAIDs

Diflunisal (DIF) is a salicylic acid derivative with an analgesic and
anti-inflammatory activity that can be applied in the therapy of
RA. The current problem with the transdermal administration of
DIF is poor water solubility; therefore, certain transdermal stra-
tegies are needed to improve the log P value of DIF for better skin
penetration. Kaur et al.192 developed a supramolecular nano-
engineered lipid carrier (SNLC) loaded with DIF-phospholipid
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90G. First, equal molar amounts of DIF and phospholipids were
formed into the DIF-PL compound, and then the compound was
incorporated into SNLC, and Carbopol was added to construct the
SNLC gel. The drug content of the formed DIF-PL compound was
as high as 97.29% � 0.54% w/w and significantly improved the
solubility of DIF in water and PBS pH 7.4 solution. The design
method of QbD was used to optimize the prescribing of SNLC,
and the optimized SNLC contained up to 99.75% w/w. The results
showed that the cumulative permeation of the compound SNLC
gel group was better than that of the other formulation groups.
Synovial fluid, serum parameters, and histopathological results of
rat joints showed that the complex SNLC gel group significantly
reduced the level of TNF-a and effectively inhibited palm
swelling, and the anti-RA activity was better than that of the
monotherapy group. Bashir et al.193 developed DIF-IC nano-
emulsions with improved solubility formed by drugs with Tween
80, eucalyptus oil, and Transcutol P and then dispersed them into
the gelling agent XG to prepare drug-loaded nanoemulsions.
In vitro, skin permeation experiments indicated that the cumula-
tive release of drug-loaded XG nanoemulsion gel was much
higher than that of other gels. The results of foot swelling showed
that DIF-IC nanoemulgel significantly reduced the edema volume
of the foot swelling model, and the histopathological results of rat
foot suggested that the number of inflammatory cells in the DIF-
IC treatment group was evidently reduced.

Aceclofenac (ACE) is a derivative of diclofenac applied
extensively in the treatment of RA, which can conquer the side
effects of diclofenac and has an anti-inflammatory effect by
inhibiting the activity of cyclooxygenase 2. Sharma et al.194

designed a dual-carrier system of ACE cocrystals. ACE and L-
lysine (LYS) formed a cocrystal complex, which was encapsulated
in liposomes, and then liposomes were added to Carbomer 940 to
form a gel to complete the design of dual carriers. Radiant heat
tail-flick experiments showed that the analgesic rate of cocrystal-
loaded liposomal gel was better than that of MKT gel (marketed
gel formulation of ACE). The results of ear histopathology in mice
indicated that the ears of the cocrystal-loaded liposomal gel
treatment group were completely healed without edema forma-
tion, and the therapeutic effect was decidedly better than that of
the MKT gel treatment group without complete recovery of the
ears. Histopathological results of rat paw and ankle joints showed
that in the cocrystal-loaded liposomal gel treatment group, peri-
articular inflammation and fibrosis were significantly reduced,
joint histopathology was improved, and RAwas effectively treated
compared with the MKT gel group. Garg et al.195 developed an
ACE hydrogel based on a nanostructured lipid carrier (NLC). The
NLC microemulsion was optimized by a pseudo-ternary phase
diagram, and the optimized NLC was added to Carbopol 940 to
form the final preparation gel. The results of the ex vivo skin
permeation study showed that the developed NLC gel had a larger
cumulative skin penetration than the MKT-gel preparation.
Additionally, the results of drug distribution across skin layers
showed that the concentration of the drug in the dermis after
administration of the NLC gel formulation was superior to that of
the ordinary MKT-gel formulations. On the downside, pharma-
codynamic studies of NLC gel formulations and ordinary MKT-
gel formulations have not been conducted, which is slightly
lacking in terms of RA therapeutic efficacy.

Lornoxicam is a potent nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug
pertaining to the BCSII class of drugs that can be used to reduce
inflammation and pain in RA. He et al.196 prepared a cellulose
microsponge containing lornoxicam using ethylcellulose (EC) and
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) and dispersed it in a
carbomer matrix to make a gel formulation for continuous treat-
ment of RA and relief of nocturnal pain. The results of in vitro
release experiments indicated that lornoxicam, as a spongy gel,
was able to release the drug continuously for up to 12 h, achieving
long-lasting release. The results of in vivo anti-inflammatory ex-
periments showed that the sponge gel inhibited rat paw edema at a
higher rate than that of the pure drug, while the combination of
sponge gel and microneedle treatments resulted in a 72% reduc-
tion in inflammation, providing sustained and effective relief of
RA symptoms.

5.2. TDDSs for DMARDs

In this section, we focus on the application of methotrexate
(MTX) as an example of different augmentation strategies in the
treatment of RA.

Shen et al.197 prepared an MTX-loaded thermal-responsible
flexible liposome (MTFL), which was then incorporated within an
incorporated carbomer matrix to form a gel (MTFL/Gel) for
augmentation of RA treatment. Thermosensitive liposomes can
release drugs rapidly at a specific temperature compared with
conventional liposomes, while microwave hyperthermia (MH), an
adjunct to RA treatment, also has certain anti-inflammatory ef-
fects, so the dual action can significantly improve the therapeutic
effect of RA. The results of the hind paw swelling experiment
showed that the combination group of thermosensitive liposome
gel and microwave hyperthermia (MTFL/Gel þ MH) had the
strongest anti-foot swelling degree and could significantly
improve the thickness of the hind paw in mice, which was
significantly better than the MTX single drug gel group and other
treatment groups. In addition, the results of histological analysis
of mouse joints showed that in the MTFL/Gel þ MH group, the
serious degree of cartilage injury and erosion were significantly
reduced, and the most efficient therapeutic effect was found in the
MTFL/Gel þ MH group compared with the MH, free MTX/Gel,
MFL/Gel, and MTFL/Gel treatment groups. Meanwhile, the re-
sults of cytokine levels in mouse hindlimb tissues showed that the
MTFL/Gel þ MH group had the lowest expression levels of CD68
and receptor activator of nuclear factor-B ligand (RANKL), and
MTFL/Gel þ MH was better at reducing cytokine production and
was the best treatment group for RA. Overall, the combination of
MTFL/Gel and MH has the potential to become a novel TDDS to
enhance the therapeutic effect of RA.

Qindeel et al.2 designed a nanomicelle gel containing MTX by
loading MTX into polycaprolactone-polyethylene glycol-poly-
caprolactone (PCL-PEG-PCL) to form nanomicelles and then
loading the micelles into a Carbomer 934 gel matrix and adding
the permeation promoter eucalyptus oil to form the final gel
formulation to achieve low toxicity of MTX targeted delivery. The
skin irritation, degree of foot swelling, biochemical assays, and
joint histopathology studies of different treatment groups was
explored, and the results are depicted in Fig. 9. The results in
Fig. 9AeC showed the following skin penetration: MTX-
NMs þ EO group > MTX-NMs group > Free MTX þ EO
group > Free MTX group. The MTX-NMs þ EO group had the
lowest skin irritation with only some gaps and exhibited the lowest
degree of bone erosion, comparable to the normal saline group.
Furthermore, biodistribution studies of MTX were conducted, and
fluorescence results showed that the free MTX hydrogel group
exhibited elevated fluorescence across all major organ tissues,
while the MTX-NMs þ EO hydrogel group showed the highest



Figure 9 (A) Fluorescence images of different hydrogel groups containing green fluorescein at 2, 4, 6, and 8 h of in vitro skin permeation.

(a1ea4) Free MTX group, (b1eb4) Free MTX þ EO group, (c1ec4) MTX-NMs group, (d1ed4) MTX-NMs þ EO group. (B) Histopathological

images (a1ea5) and visual representation (b1eb5) of skin irritability experiments treated with (a1,b1) normal saline, (a2,b2) formalin, (a3,b3)

Free MTX, (a4,b4) Free MTX þ EO, (a5,b5) MTX-NMs þ EO. (C) Histopathological sections (a1ea4) of the ankle joint of mice in different

treatment groups. (a1) Normal saline, (a2) CFA, (a3) free MTX-based hydrogel, (a4) MTX-NMs þ EO-based hydrogel. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 3. Copyright ª 2020 Elsevier.
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fluorescence only in mouse paw tissue, indicating that the
hydrogel formed by encapsulating MTX in micelles can indeed
achieve targeted drug delivery and reduce MTX systemic adverse
reactions while achieving better RA therapeutic effects.

Wu et al.198 developed a biodegradable PVP polymer micro-
needle for the delivery of MTX with the addition of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) scavenger polydopamine/manganese dioxide
Table 3 Application of other TDDS in RA treatment drugs.

Type of drugs Drug Type of transde

strategy

NSAIDs Ibuprofen Microemulsion

Naproxen sodium Nanoethosomal

Nabumetone Microemulsion

Piroxicam Transethosomal

Diclofenac sodium Electroporation

Bilosomes

DMARDs Methotrexate Aspasome

Sonophoresis

Tofacitinib Propose

Microneedle

Traditional Chinese medicines Sinomenine N/A

Electroporation

Triptolide Glycerosome

Thymoquinone Oil-stabilized

nanostructured

lipid carrier

N/A, not applicable.
nanoparticles (PDA@MnO2) to the microneedle, expecting to
enhance the anti-inflammatory effect by the dual action of MTX
and PDA@MnO2. First, the anti-inflammatory effect of
PDA@MnO2 was confirmed. Immunofluorescence results of
cyclooxygenase 2 and protein blot analysis showed that synthetic
PDA@MnO2 effectively inhibited the expression of cyclo-
oxygenase 2 and reduced the level of inflammatory factors, which
rmal Method of preparation Final dosage form Ref.

Self-emulsified

method

Gel 208

Cold method Gel 209

Titration method Microemulgel 210

Thin film hydration

method

Gel 211

Mezoforte Duo Mez

120905-D instrument

N/A 212

Thin film hydration

method

Hydrogel 213

Thin film hydration

method

Gel 214

N/A Patch

Cold mixing method N/A 215

Solvent casting

method

Microneedle 216

Casting method Dissolving microneedle 217

N/A N/A

Injection method Nanoformulation 218

Hot melt-

emulsification method

followed by

sonication

Gel 219
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had a reducing effect on inflammation. Next, the therapeutic effects
of the oral MTX group, MTX MN group, PDA@MnO2 MN group,
and MTX/PDA@MnO2 group on RA model mice were investi-
gated, and the results suggested that the anti-inflammatory effects
of the PDA@MnO2 MN group and MTX/PDA@MnO2 group were
comparable, and both evidently reduced the levels of inflammatory
factors, but the MTX/PDA@MnO2 group had an evidently
lower rate of foot swelling than the PDA@MnO2 MN group.
Therefore, based on the results of these two experiments, it
was determined that MTX combined with ROS inhibitors could
achieve better therapeutic effects and create new avenues for RA
treatment.

Wei et al.199 prepared a dissolving microneedle array (DMNA)
including MTX nanocrystals (MTX-NCs) (MTX-NC@DMNA)
with the expectation of improving the solubility and bioavail-
ability issues of MTX through nanocrystals and delivering the
drug through microneedles to achieve better therapeutic effects.
The results of solubility experiments showed that MTX-NCs
increased the saturated solubility of MTX in water and PBS by
approximately 240 and 5 times, respectively. Next, studies on the
effects of different administration groups on foot swelling, rat
synovial membrane, and ankle joint histology were performed.
The results suggested that in terms of foot swelling rate, MTX-
NC@DMNA group < oral MTX group < MTX-NC@Cream
group, and MTX-NC@DMNA notably relieved foot swelling in
rats. The histological results of the synovium and ankle joint
showed that the joint tissue of rats in the MTX-NC@Cream group
and the oral MTX group was improved compared to the model
group, but there were still uneven joint surfaces, obvious vascular
opacification and inflammatory cell infiltration, whereas the
morbid condition in the MTX-NC@DMNA group was similar to
that in the normal group, with flat joint surfaces and no inflam-
matory cell infiltration, and the treatment effect of this group was
considerably superior to that of the remaining two groups.
Meanwhile, the production of anti-inflammatory factors and pro-
inflammatory factors (IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a) was also studied.
The levels of anti-inflammatory factors in the MTX-NC@DMNA
group were comparable to those in the normal group and were
tremendously higher than those in the MTX-NC@Cream group
and the oral MTX group, while the levels of pro-inflammatory
factors were lower than those in the other two groups, suggest-
ing that the designed MTX-NC@DMNA regulates the equilibrium
between anti-inflammatory and pro-inflammatory factors, allevi-
ates synovial and joint damage, and effectively treats RA.

5.3. TDDSs for GCs

GC is a commonly used drug for RA that achieves anti-
inflammatory effects by blocking the formation of AA and PG
and is widely used in clinical practice. Zhao et al.121 designed a
dexamethasone (DEX) flexible liposome hydrogel (DS-FLs/DEX)
capable of targeting macrophages to address the low efficacy and
systemic side effects of DEX. The results of in vitro release ex-
periments indicated that the DS-FLs/DEX was able to release
approximately 90% in inflammatory pH solutions. In addition,
compared to conventional liposomal hydrogels, DS-FLs/DEX
hydrogels possess better skin retention and skin penetration due
to their good deformability, with DEX retention rates at least twice
as high as those of DS-RLs/DEX hydrogels. Permeation studies
indicated that the DEX penetration of the DS-FLs/DEX hydrogel
was particularly increased compared with that of the DS-RLs/
DEX hydrogel. In vivo, DS-FLs/DEX hydrogel can indeed
penetrate and accumulate in inflamed joints, dramatically
improving joint engorgement and reducing the damaging effects
of RA on bone in rats. It also reduced the levels of proin-
flammatory factors, effectively treating RA.
5.4. TDDSs for traditional Chinese medicines

In this section, we introduce different enhancement strategies in
the treatment of RA, using tetrandrine, sinomenine hydrochloride,
and triptolide as examples.

Hu et al.200 designed a soluble microneedle containing acid-
responsive PEGylated branching PLGA nanoparticles of tetran-
drine (Tet) to achieve high drug loading and controlled release of
the microneedle, while PEGylated multiarmed PLGA provided an
immune escape, and the combination of this nanoparticle and
microneedle enhanced the transdermal delivery of Tet. First,
amphiphilic multiarmed PLGAwith PEGylation was compounded
as a transporter for Tet, and functionalized PLGA was crossbred
with CaCO3 to institute acid-responsive carriers 6 s-NPs (CaCO3).
Next, drug-loaded multifunctional PLGA nanoparticles were
loaded into soluble microneedles made of peach gum poly-
saccharides to form Tet-6 s-NPs (CaCO3)/GP-MNs for topical
treatment of RA. The experimental results are depicted in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10AeD showed that the Tet-6 s-NPs (CaCO3)/GP-MNs were
greater than 450 mm, and the drug could cross the SC to reach the
deep skin, inhibiting the greatest degree of foot swelling in rats
compared with the commercial Tet patch group and other
administrative groups. Furthermore, in vitro release experiments
as depicted in Fig. 10EeH showed that the transdermal
throughput and accumulative concentration of Tet in the MN and
nanocarrier combined group were higher than those in the passive
spreading group, and the transdermal penetration of Tet enhanced
by nanocarriers was superior to that of the free Tet group. In total,
the binding of microneedles and nanocarriers greatly enhanced the
therapeutic effect on RA.

Song et al.201 developed a sinomenine hydrochloride(SH)-
loaded transethosome modified with ascorbic acid to form an
antioxidant surface transethosome (AS-TE) to improve the trans-
dermal permeability and the accumulation of the drug. The pre-
pared AS-TE was a multilayer spherical structure with good
deformability and suitable encapsulation efficiency. The results of
in vitro permeation experiments suggested that the transdermal
permeation efficiency of AS-TE was better than that of ordinary
ethosomes within 48 h. The results of knee cavity microdialysis in
a rabbit model of RA showed that API from the AS-TE group was
more easily deposited in the RA ankle joint site. Meanwhile, the
results of foot swelling assays and inflammatory factor levels in
rats showed that the prepared AS-TE had similar therapeutic ef-
fects as gastric administration. Zheng et al.202 designed mixed
monoterpenes edge-activated PEGylated transfersomes (MMPTs)
to enhance the delivery of sinomenine (SIN), using
limoneneecitral combination as edge activators and modifying
TFSs with DSPE-PEG 2000 to obtain MMPTs. The enhancement
effect was demonstrated by CLSM and double-site microdialysis.
CLSM results showed that MMPTs were distributed in the deeper
layer of the skin, while LPS was confined to the SC, which may be
attributed to the proper transformability of MMPTs. The results of
double-site microdialysis pharmacokinetics indicated that the intra-
articular steady-state concentration (Css) and AUC0‒t of SIN in
MMPTs were approximately double those in LPS, indicating that
MMPTs could indeed enhance the transdermal delivery of SIN.



Figure 10 (A) CLSM images of FLS uptake of DAPI-labeled and C6-labeled nanoparticles. DAPI stained the nucleus and C6 stained the

cytoplasm. (B) SEM images of Tet-6 s-NPs (CaCO3)/PG-MNs. (C) CLSM images of penetration of sulforhodamine B-labeled 6 s-NPs (CaCO3)/

PG-MNs into the skin. (D) Sulforhodamine B-labeled 6 s-NPs (CaCO3)/PG-MNs-treated skin, OCT embedded and liquid nitrogen freezer, sliced

horizontally with the skin surface, supporting the results of the puncture performance study. (E) The appearance of paw swelling. (F) Micrographs

of H&E-stained pathological sections of ankle joints from AA-bearing rats treated with the test preparations. (G) Micrographs of immunohis-

tochemical sections of VEGF and MVD in synovial tissues from AA-bearing rats. (H) Irritation response of the skin in AA-bearing rats before and

after treatment with the test preparations. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 200. Copyright ª 2022 Elsevier.
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Gu et al.100 designed triptolide-loaded nanostructured lipid
carriers (TPL-NLCs) to enhance the transdermal delivery of TLP.
First, TPL-NLC was fabricated by the emulsification method and
optimized by response surface methodology. The prepared TPL-
NLCs were stable with an encapsulation rate of 97.15 � 9.46%.
The results of in vitro infiltration experiments indicated that the
12 h permeation amount of the drug in TPL-NLCs was approx-
imately twice that of TPL in the TPL-nanoemulsion, and in vivo
pharmacokinetic studies showed that the Cmax of TPL-NLCs was
better than that of the TPL-nanoemulsion in both skin and blood,
indicating that TPL-NLCs can efficiently infiltrate the skin.
Meanwhile, the effects of TPL-NLCs on the swelling of the knee
joint and the production of inflammatory factors in rats were
investigated. The results indicated that TPL-NLCs could signifi-
cantly reduce the swelling of the knee joint and inhibit the levels
of inflammatory factors, as well as improve synovial hyperplasia,
joint cavity gap, fibrosis, and abrasion, which suggested that
TPL-NLCs could enhance the transdermal delivery of TPL and
were a promising topical administration in therapy for RA. Shan
et al.203 fabricated cubic (V2) and hexagonal liquid crystals (H2)
loaded with TPL as drug carriers to enhance the transdermal
infiltration of the drug; the CPLM results showed a dark field of
view and fan-shaped pattern, respectively, indicating successful
preparation of cubic and hexagonal liquid crystals. The results of
in vitro skin permeation experiments indicated that the V2 and H2

phases remarkably improved the in vitro transdermal permeation
of TPL compared to the gel group, and the cumulative permeation
of TPL from the V2 and H2 phases was 1.65 and 1.76 times better
than that of the gel. In addition, in vivo, pharmacokinetics results
showed that the AUC and MRT of cubic and hexagonal liquid
crystals were higher than those of the gel group, and the TPL in
V2 and H2 stayed longer in vivo. V2 and H2 had good anti-
inflammatory effects, inhibiting foot swelling and reducing
TNF-a and IL-1b levels in rats, and there was no synovial hy-
perplasia, neutrophil infiltration, pannus formation, or synovial
inner cell proliferation at the joints. Meanwhile, cubic and hex-
agonal liquid crystals loaded with ryanodine had no significant
toxicity and represented a promising method for RA therapy. Liu
et al.204 prepared a triptolide phospholipid complex (TPCX) and
prepared it into a cream to improve the skin permeability of
triptolide. The results showed that compared to TPL cream,
TPCX increased the solubility of TPL, the in vitro transdermal
amount of TPCX cream was significantly increased, and skin
permeability was improved. The pharmacokinetic results showed
that TPCX cream had a longer biological half-life and mean
residence time. Furthermore, TPCX cream downregulated the
production of inflammatory factors, reduced rat foot swelling,
inhibited the proliferation of synovial cells, vascular opacifica-
tion, and inflammatory cell infiltration, and had good anti-RA
effects.

5.5. TDDSs for other drugs

In addition to the common clinical classes of drugs, some other
types of drugs also have certain anti-inflammatory effects and
can be used to treat RA. Melittin, a cationic peptide containing
26 nucleic acids, is the main component of bee venom with
an anti-RA effect205. Du et al.206 fabricated melittin-loaded hy-
aluronic acid (HA) microneedles to reinforce the transdermal
infiltration of drugs while achieving a certain sustained release
effect. First, the sustained-release material methacrylate-
modified hyaluronic acid (MeHA) was synthesized and loaded
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with melittin to obtain melittin-loaded MeHA microneedles
(Mel-MeHA-MN) and melittin-loaded HA microneedles (Mel-
HA-MN). The results indicated that the two kinds of MNs had
desirable mechanical properties, rapid release in vitro in general,
and release times up to 400 min for sustained-release micro-
needles. At the same time, the therapeutic effects of the two
microneedles on RA were also researched, and the results sug-
gested that compared with the Mel-HA-MN group and melittin
injection group, the degree of foot swelling in mice was
dramatically inhibited in the Mel-MeHA-MN group, the infil-
tration of inflammatory cells was decreased, the completeness of
cartilage was maintained, better joint protection was exhibited,
and the levels of proinflammatory factors in the blood and claws
of mice were considerably decreased. Interestingly, the per-
centage of Treg cells in popliteal lymph nodes of the Mel-
MeHA-MN group was lower than that in the three groups, and
there was no promoting effect on Treg cells in popliteal lymph
nodes. In addition, hematological parameters showed that
melittin treatment did not cause blood cell toxicity. In conclu-
sion, this microneedle is a promising means of long-lasting
treatment for RA206.

Elkomy et al.207 designed chitosan-coated bilosomes contain-
ing berberine (BER-CTS-BLS) to facilitate transdermal absorp-
tion of BER. First, BER-CTS-BLS was fabricated by the thin film
dispersion method and loaded into hydrogels. The results of
in vitro skin penetration experiments indicated that the permeation
rate of BER in BER-CTS-BLS was much higher than that of the
normal BER solution. In addition, the percentage of rat paw
edema and swelling was significantly decreased in the BER-CTS-
BLS treatment group, and the prepared BER-CTS-BLS had a
significant anti-inflammatory effect. Other TDDSs of the above-
mentioned classes of drugs in the treatment of RA are given in
Table 3208e219.
6. Conclusions and outlook

RA is a systemic immune disease with lesions commonly found in
the joints, which can be teratogenic in severe cases and affect
daily life. Therefore, intervening with drugs in the initial stage of
the disease is vital. Currently, several drugs used clinically for the
treatment of RA, although effective, also have many side effects,
which indicates that it is essential to develop a drug delivery
system that can exert drug efficacy while reducing side effects;
thus, transdermal drug delivery systems (TDDSs) caught our
attention. While TDDSs have the advantages of reducing systemic
adverse effects and improving bioavailability, they also have their
own limitations: selectivity regarding the drugs to be administered
transdermally. Not all drugs are suitable for transdermal admin-
istration. Therefore, various penetration enhancement methods
have been generated and successfully applied to RA-related drugs.
Overall, from first-generation TDDSs to fourth-generation
TDDSs, the scope of drug use has been gradually expanded so
that drug delivery is no longer limited by the physical and
chemical properties of the drug. In addition, different nanocarriers
and electrochemical methods have been developed to achieve the
delivery of macromolecular drugs. At present, these strategies
have shown good transdermal effects in research, but few products
have been approved for marketing, which is a major challenge for
the application of TDDSs, that is, how to transform from research
to clinical products. The second, third, and fourth generations of
TDDSs have better drug delivery effects but are also accompanied
by more complex preparation processes, more difficulty
evaluating safety, and more expensive prices. This requires
cross-disciplinary integration. While we have a more compre-
hensive and in-depth understanding of the molecular mechanisms
of different transdermal strategies, we continue to explore more
advanced and more easily industrialized manufacturing methods
to minimize costs and achieve a balance between efficacy and
price. At present, there are a few TDDSs in clinical trials, and we
believe that the feedback results will be positive because TDDSs
have great potential in the delivery of small molecule drugs and
biomacromolecule drugs, which is expected to have a significant
impact on the drug delivery system and become an effective
means of treating RA and even more diseases.
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